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Theories of business management, including strategic management and 
community education management are combined in this thesis. The enterprise 
strategic alliance theory is introduced with an eye on the enrichment and innovation of 
community education theories, and optimization of the integrating mode of 
community education resources. Subjects in this paper contain the programs in 
Minhang District applying for the National Community Education Demonstration 
District and Shanghai Center for the Guidance of Learning Society Construction 
Service approved as one site of the new round educational experiments. The research 
methods incorporate scanning relevant literature at home and abroad; conducting 
sample analysis by visiting industrial community schools, neighborhood committee 
learning sites, Investment Promotion Departments and Social Undertaking Security 
Institute. In order to learn the needs, motivations, attitudes and behavior features of 
community dwellers and employees of business or institutions, questionnaires on a 
certain scale have been given out; discussion, individual interviews, case studies have 
also been used. In accordance with the assessment criteria of both Shanghai 
community demonstration block and Shanghai community schools, residential 
learning sites standardization, and based on current industrial area community 
education state and on the comprehensive application of all kinds of analyzing 
methods and OK metal model, such as PEST, Michael Porter's Five Forces Model, 
SWOT, and Strategy Map, a few developing strategies are proposed as follow: Build 
industrial area community education service platform by making full use of 
community education information network, multi-party cooperation, integration of 
various resources within the park; in the industrial area community school curriculum 
and project development, construct exploration and practice of the lifelong teaching 
and learning service system model; for the sake of fulfilling diverse demands of 
community residents and employees of businesses or institutions for education and 
training, fostering learning community, bolstering economy construction within 
industrial area, improving community management service level and building 
civilized and harmonious residential neighborhood, promote the development of 













set up community education industry strategic alliance. Finally, the Balanced 
Scorecard is employed to control strategy implementation. 
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